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About This Game

A VR puzzle game developed specifically for the Oculus Touch and HTC Vive.

SUPER AMAZEBALLS is a dexterity puzzle game that'll twist your brain!

Using both hands: Tilt, spin and rotate a giant 3D amazeball to roll a pinball through multi-axis, mind bending tracks.

Compete for fastest times with global cross-platform leaderboards. Throw on hardcore mode for bragging rights, or just
immerse yourself in a relaxing mix of zen gaming and crisp arcade visuals. You're gonna have an amazeball time!

BUILT FOR VR

 Scale the experience to fit ANY play space!
Resize and scale gameplay for maximum comfort.

 Play sitting down or standing up!
Full 360° room scale gaming with the option to enable Front Facing VR for playing while seated.
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OLD SCHOOL ARCADE FUN

20 hand crafted, multi-axis tracks that'll twist your brain and test your hands

Bonus "Tricky" Tracks DLC Pack for Free!

Multiple difficulty tiers, ramping in challenge - ready to turn any novice into a pro

Auto-save checkpoint system soothes the pain of falling off the track at the last second

Worldwide, cross platform leaderboards for global competition for each track

Visual online histograms to help track your progress and see how you stack up

Motion control haptic feedback lets you feel every twist, turn and bump of the track

Flick on Hardcore Mode for extra challenge and replayability

Adjustable graphics setting to ensure gameplay runs smooth and looks awesome on any graphics card

Over 30 steam achievements for bragging rights with friends

Game options lets you customize the game for your taste

Relaxing vibes and deep soundtrack created by Honsoneous

Our Studio:

BRAINCELLS is a new indie developer with over four decades of combined game industry experience. We've made top-selling
AAA titles for Nintendo, Microsoft, and Sony consoles. Our goal is to develop super polished, original VR experiences that can

be enjoyed by all ages!

-BRAINCELLS
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Title: Super Amazeballs
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Braincells Productions Inc.
Publisher:
Braincells Productions Inc.
Release Date: 16 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5 2500

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: nVIDIA GTX 680

Storage: 263 MB available space

English
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Amazing is, that this game gives me real sense of guilt...
After playing it for not even half and hour, the normal price suddenly seems more than fair to me and I had to write this review
and give it my absolute approval in order to calm down that nasty feeling, that I took food off the mouth of some poor indie
game developers child or something, considering the -33% sales price I got for this little gem.

I totally dig the sounddesign and the music and polished feeling of everything. The dancing vibe is strong in some of the tracks.
Being able to resize and move the amazeball up and down is great for sitting as standing as for different room sizes. The game
runs and feels great.

Everyone reading this and on the fence... there is really nothing you have to worry about.

Except maybe one tiny thing. I would have loved to have a way to drag the ball to the edge and maybe even a little outside of the
play area. I got a sofa there and prefer to sit on that instead of a chair inside my play area, but I guess that is just me
complaining on a very high level.

Else than that is seems perfect and you should totally consider buying if you have'nt yet.
In case you own it already, and you know what I am talking about, then gift Super Amazeballs to a friend of your choice today,
to make the first step in spreading love and harmony all over the world, forever.
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